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Nonperturbative aspects of the quark-photon vertex

.kI.R.. Frank

Institute for Nuclear Fheory, University of lVashiTzgton, HN-12, Seattle, IVA 98195

The electromagnetic interaction with quarks is investigated through a

relativistic, electromagnetic ga.uge-inva.riant treatment. Gluon dressing of the

quark-photon vertex a.nd the quark self-energy functions is described by the

inhomogeneous Bethe-Salpeter equation in the ladder approximation and the

Schwinger-Dyson equation in tile rainbow approximation respectively. Results

for tile calculation of tile (lua.rk-iJ/lototl vertex are presented in both the time-

like and space-like regions of photon momentum squared, however emphasis is

placed on the space-like region relevant to electron scattering. The treatment

presented here simultaneously addresses the role of dynamically generated q_

vector bound states aad the approach to asymptotic behavior. The resulting

description is theretore applicable over the entire range of momentum transfers

available in electron sc_tteriug experiments. Input parameters are limited to

the model gluon two-point function, which is chosen to reflecl; confinement and

asymptotic freedom, aad are largely constrained by the obtained bound-state

spectrum.

I. INTRODUCTION

As hadrons are subjected to more detailed examination in electron scattering experi-

ments, such as those proposed at C EBAF. a quark-based description of their electromagnetic

(EM) interaction, which is applicable over a broad range of momenta, becomes desirable.

Local effective field theories based on hadronic degrees of freedom, although attractive for

their efficiency, are subject to difficulties when conditions are sufficient to probe charac-

teristics of subhadronic origin [1]. An ideal perspective on this problem can be gained by
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sacrificing local interactions in favor ot"retaining some knowledge of the quark substructure

content of the effective hadron fields [2], and is the spirit of the present investigation. In such

attreatment, the EM interaction with a pion at tree level in the hadron fields is, for example,

illustrated in Fig.1. There• the pion Bethe-Salpeter amplitudes, F• reflect the ability of the

internal degrees of freedom to share the transferred momentum• while the quark-photon

vertex (QPV), F,, contains information about the interaction with a dressed quark, includ-

ing the production of qr-/vector-meson modes expected from vector-meson dominance or

dispersion theory phenomenology. At larger momentum transfers where the effective scale

provided by the vector-meson poles has been exceeded, the QPV also provides information

about the approach of photon-hadron vertices to asymptotic behavior, iXquantitative un-

derstanding of the QPV is therefore central to the E_I description of hadrons at intermediate

momentum scales, and must address issues of confinement, dynamically generated qq vector

bound states, and asymptotic freedom.

V

• p q / _-.-\ . p q

• p

2 2

FIG. 1. The EM vertex for a composite pion at tree level. The quark Green's functions, QPV,

and the pion Bethe-Salpeter amplitudes, are dressed in a consistent, gauge-invariance manner.

In addition to its role in the EM interaction, the QPV is a quantity of interest on its

own merit. It is well known, for example, ttlat a. formal description of meson bound-state

spectra and wavefunctions can be obtained bv considering the interaction of a quark with
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an external field having tim _t_lantum _umbc'rs of the bound state of interest. In such a

descIit:.tion, the external field excites a q(-tpair from the vacuum. Their subsequent gluon-

mediated interactions provide self-energy and vertex dressing. The existence of bound states

is exhibited by poles in the dressed vertex. The position and residue of a given pole yield

information about the bound-state mass and wavefunction respectively. Vertex functions

of quarks with external fields thus provide a unique environment in which to study the

formation of meson bound states. The interaction with a photon is simply one example of

this, and it is expected that the approach presented here can be applied to the description

of bound states with other quantum zlumbers as well as vectors.

In this paper the QPV with gluon dressing at the ladder level of approximation is inves-

tigated in both the time-like and space-like region of photon momentum squared. Particular

attention is given to the formation of vector bound states and confinement phenomenol-

ogy, however the primary goal of this initial investigation is to develop a description of the

quark-photon interaction in the space-like region relevant to electron scattering which si-

multaneously addresses the role of vector mesons and quark substructure. The equations

implied by, the ladder approximatio,l are 1 the inhonmgeneous Bethe-Salpeter equation

f d'lKr.(P,q) = :(f" D(P - (1)

and the Schwinger-Dyson equation

4 2f d4KE(P) = 5g _ D( e -/C)%G(K).7,,, . (2)

where I(+ = I(, 5= q/'2, the quark Green's function, G, is defined from its inverse

G-I(P) = i ]9 + E(P), and for convenience the model gluon two-point function is takenI

to be diagonal in Lo:'entz indices (D.. = (_,_,D). In Eq.(1) q is the photon momentum,

while _ is the average of the incoming and outgoing quark momenta. These expressions are

illustrated in Fig.2. The current-quark masses in this investigation are assumed to be zero.

which allows an overall charge matrix to be omitted fi'om Eq.(l), but the approach can be

easily extended to includc nonzero masses. The absence of masses further implies that all
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dimensionful constants enter through tile 1)arameterization of the gluon two-point function,

D. Here the infrared contribution to this qttalltity is characterized bv an effective strength,

r/, and an effective range, Ro, in addition to tile known ultraviolet form.

p._.q ._q

- +
q

q

K+ T

(a)

K
P

pink

(b)

FIG. 2. The ladder approximation for (a) the QPV and (b) the quark self energy. The Green's

functions are defined by theh' inverse, G-S(P) - i p -I-E(P).

The motivation for' employing the ladder approximation is provided by the following

arguments. First, it offers an EM gauge-inva, iant description. Both the Ward-Takahashi

identity (WTI),

q,,r,,(P,q)= c;-'(e_)- c,-'(P+), (3)

and the Ward identity' (X'VI),

OG-_(P)

r.(P c_= oP. ' (4)

are satisfied by this approximation. This is easily demonstrated by directly substituting

(3) or (4) into (1) for the vertex, and employing (2). Further. it has been shown recently



how gauge invariance at, tlle quark level in tile ladder approximation to the QPV fits into a

gauge-invariant description of coml)osite I:_esons leading to WTIs at the hadronic level [2].

Second, in the vicinity of a q_ resonance, the vertex obtains the form

F,,(P,q) _ f_,,(P, ) (5)
q" + _I;_ q '

where .q, is the residue at the pole. and from (1) satisfies

f dlKf_u(P,q) = -3 92 _D(P- N)7,,G(I(+)a,,(If, q)G(I(_)7,,, (6/

for q_"= -M_,. This is the homogeneous Bethe-Salpeter equation in the ladder approxima-

tion for a vector qc_bound state. One can conclude fi'om (3) and (5) that the on-mass-shell

solution of the homogeneous equation satisfies q,f_,(P,q) = 0, provided the self-energy

functions are nonsingular. The Bethe-Salpeter equation at this level has been investigated

previously, and acceptable results have been obtained for the lowest mass bound states [3-6].

It is therefore anticipated that, in the addition to providing an EM gauge invariant descrip-

tion of th e quark-photon interaction for use in electron scattering, this level of approximation

has the ability to describe the spectrum and structure of vector bound states.

Finally, the Schwinger-Dyson equation ('2) has been extensively studied with regard

to confinement phenomenology and dynamical chiral symmetry breaking [7]. It has been

demonstrated, for example, that for a suitably chosen gluon two-point function D, quark

Green's functions which are free ot' singularities on the real p2 axis are produced; therefore

denying the existence of a single-particle spectrum. It is shown here. however, that this is not

a sufficient condition for the formation of finite-size qq states, but is an essential ingredient in

a description of confinement based on an interaction between dressed quarks which does not

rise to infinity at large distances. Tllis alternate description of confinement in fact relies on

the into.action between dressed q,La.rks diminishing at separations beyond t!le characteristic

length scale, Ro, a.t which point the quark Creen's function approaches its vacuum value.

The quarks are then repelled by the vacuum due to absence of a mass pole in the vacuum

quark Green's function. The el[ective "rising potential" of traditional models of confinement
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occurs here as a result of tim repulsive interaction of quarl_s with the vacuum in combination

with the decreasing interaction between dressed quarks with increasing separation. Such a

description has proven successful in the formulation of a confining nontopological soliton

model for baryons [8]. This mechanism arises naturally here, and is pursued as a possible i

realization of confinement.

The paper is organized as follows. In See.2 the general features of the QPV are given

along with the reduction of Eq.(1) to a form suitable for computer applications. The so-

lution of the homogeneous Bethe-Salpeter equation (6) is also discussed there. In See.3 a

discussion of confinement is presented in the context of a particular model which yields an-

alytic solutions to both the inhomogeneous Betlle-Salpeter and Schwinger-Dyson equations

(1) and (2) respectively. Also discussed there is the criteria tbr the tormation of finite-range

bound states in the context of this model of confinement. The numerical evaluation of the

QPV for both the time-like and space-like regions of the photon momentum squared is given

in Sec.4. Finally, a summary is presented in See.5.

II. GENERAL FEATURES

A. The inhomogeneous Bethe-Salpeter equation

In this section, the steps required to reduce the inhomogeneous Bethe-Salpeter equation

(1) to a form suitable for computer applications are outlined. The approach is straightfor-

ward and is based on thegeneral features of the QPV as described by (1). Where possible,

lengthy algebraic manipulations are omitted. To begin, it is useful to write the self energy,

E from (2), in the form

E(P) = ip [A(P _-)- 1] + B(P 2) (7)

where

8 f dtK A(K2)P . I_"[A(P2) - 1] p2 =g2 5 _D(P-I()I(._A_(K: ) + B.2(I(:), (8)
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and

t6 _/ ,t" K B( Ii _)B(r ! = ::T _ :2( - :,) + (9)

The quark Green's function, G', and its inverse. (7-1, can then be written as

G(P) = -i ]ga(P2) + ,3(P2) and G-'(P) = i ,PA(P2) + B(P2), (10)

where a and/3 are defined in an obvious fasliion from G-l.

From Eq.(1) it is evident that the QP\:. ill addition to its Lorentz four-vector structure.

is a four-by-four matrix in Dirac indices and is in general a function of two non-orthogonal

four vectors, P and q (P.q :/: 0). On first apl)raisal, one miglit therefore expect that

the complete set of sixtcen l)irac matrices {1._/a,%,.0,s%.a..} must be employed in its

description. Itowever. by limiting the gluon two-point function. D. to diagonal components

in Lorentz indices, the tensor, cr._. is excluded. This is seen explicitly by rewriting the

integrand of (1) using

[7.G( K+ ) r,. (P. q )G( K_ )"/.]. = (0. ),j [G(h'+ )r,. (P. q)G( K_ )]jk (% )k,
1

= 7 31,]tr [:linG( K+ )F.(P. q)a(K_ )]. (ii)

where the set of matrices AI _ --- {1, i'7..,,i'y./v/22, i%%/v/22}, from which o'._, is absent, are

obtained through Fierz reordering, and the repeated indices are summed. Further, the

pseudo-scalar matrix, 7.5, can be excluded 123"considering that the corresponding term in

(11) has the form " 5ysA.(P, q), where the matrix structure has been completely factored. In

order to contribute to the QPV, this term must form a four vector, which requires As_(P,q)

to be an axial vector. It is immediately evident that this is impossible since there is an

insufficient number of four vectors (P and q) to combine with the tensor e..,,_ to form an

axial vector. The solution to (1) must therefore have the general form

['.(P.q) = 1,_.i:)(P,q) + i'.,.....,,,xl2)(P.q) + io,.50,e..,._3p. 7,_Tl-'2%ia)(p.q), (12)

where the matrix structure is now explicit alld tile qtlant, it,ies ,\{i) are dimensionless functions

with Lorentz structtlre indicated by t,laeir izldic'es. 'l']le constant r?has dimension of (length) -1

and is associated with tim illt'rared strength of tl_e gtuon two-point function.
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The further reduction of the .\i,/ 1()a .-:_,tof ill\'aviant functions is achieved through the

use of the symmetry transfornlations of the \'evtex I_,,(P.q) under "fs; charge conjugation,

C = 72%" and parity, 'F' = %. The transformation properties are determined directly from

the inhomogeneous Bethe-S,xlpeter equation {1) and are given by

7sF_,(P, q)Ts = -F,,(-P.-q)

cr,,(P, _)¢-' = -L,(-P, q)' (13)

"Pr.(P, q)T'--_ = w..F_( Pq;-P, q4;-q)

where w._ =diag(-1,- 1,- 1, 1) and t denotes a matrix transpose. From the general form

given in (12) and tl_e first two expressions in (13), it is clear that AI,2J(P,q) and AIa)(P,q)

are even in both P and q, while :\_11(t9,q) is odd in 1.9and even in q. The quantities A(/) can

therefore be written as

77 q_ 7/ I,

aI21¢p P_'q. P.'. q.\} + .\r (14)
"'_'. _-' q) = 11_ q2 ,/'a

q"q"_ - _,, q"q" AT -t- 714q2 qa

A(_j(p,q)=,_r.

Here the coetficients, A, are functions of P". q", and C_ where Ct,q :- P" q/(Pq) is the

direction cosine between P and q, and Pf - g,- P. qqu/q 2 is the vector transverse to

qu (pr.q = 0). The behavior of tim coel[icients for large space-like q2 consistent with

asymptotic freedom [9] can be anticipa.ted flom (12) and (14). In particular, as q2 _ c¢ the

coefficients ,\3r'L must tend to unity, while all others tend to zero. The separation in (14)

into longitudinal and transverse contributions with respect to the index # allows three of

the eight coefficient functions, ,\. to I)e ilnmediately determined h'om the WTI (3) in terms

of the self-energy functions .,1 and B given ill (8) and (9) respectzvely. The longitudinal

coefficient functions are thus given by

P _A,L= _(p_)- _(e_)
71
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l'.q\(.,i2 =,.ICp'-)_ -A(P+) (15)

"\_=.-_t -

The additional constraint provided by tile \VI (,1) obtains the soft-photon limits: I

,\_1=-2,Lr(p_)"\fl,-o= _-o

"\_1_=o= '\_I,,=o =-2q2A'(P2) (16)

41,,_o= =A(e i,

where the prime denotes ([ilTerentiation with respect to the argument.

Tile five unknown transverse coelficients can be isolated using (12) and (14), and the

orthogonality of the Dirac matrices. The closed set of equations so obtained can be written

in matrix form as

bi = J_s(P2, C_q; q2)AT(P2, C_q; q_)

]o_ f_'+ dKI( a ,lCt¢q,Pfij(P_.C2pq, I(2, C_¢q;q2),\T(l(,2,C_<q;q2), (17)
1

where jk4 and ,V'(b and ,\r) are matrices(vectors) in the five-component space of the coef-

ficient functions and C/,-q is the direction cosine between K al_d q. The steps required to

reach the result (17) along with the explicit forms of .M, ,,V'and b are given in tile appendix.

The equation (17) contains the same information as the transverse component of the inho-

mogeneous Bethe-Salpeter equation (1); to this point, no approximations have been made.

To proceed further requires the specification of the gluon two-point function. D.

B. The homogeneous Bethe-Salpeter equation

The solutions of the homogeneous Bcthe-Salpetcr equation. (6), describe the coupling

of a q:/vector bound state to a quark, and thereby provide information about the internal

dynamics of the bound state. Although these solutions can be obtained directly from the

coetficient functions, ,\T of the previous section, their normalization is more readily achieved
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by considering tile solution of the homogeneo_ts e<luation. To this end. tile quantity fl,(P.q)

is decomposed as

i ..c2)(p,q)+_..t.5.7,,o(3)(p,q) (18)9t,,(P,q) = I&C,')(P. q)+ _2_,,_, , _,, .

The association of the coefficients o (i) with the coefficients A(i) of (12) is directly observed

from the relationship between the solutions to tile inhomogeneous and homogeneous Bethe-

Salpeter equations given in (5). The substitution of (1S) into the homogeneous equation (6)

allows a description in tile form of tile eigenvalue equation

',q) = (19)a( q2)_o_(P, q )

to be obtained. The quantit;y A_-bl(P, K; q) is defined as

9 / d4r e -'(p-K}rAN(P'lf;q) = 2 (2rr)" gaD(,.) 6_b-t6{")(P- l()tr ['_I_G'(Ic+)MbG(I(-)] (20)

and plays the role of an inverse propagator for the q(] composite system, as has been demon-

strated in previous work on the hadronization of quark field-theory models [10]. That

description is extended hcre to include the lllore gcneral structure in (1S). The eigenfunc-

,, ,(1), _b(2) andtions are defined in terms of the coefficient functions ¢(i), as q)l -= o,, q)_-5 - "r-or V ,j

q)"s-9- ,-_,,,'3(a) The matrices l_l" - lc 1 v { 1, i%,/ft., i"ts%,/v/22} include unity, in the color and

two-component flavor space, and the trace is taken to include their indices as well as those of

the Dirac matrices. The homogeneous equation (6) is regained through the requirement that

the eigenvalue vanishes on the mass shell, tllat is, a(q 2 = -M_) = 0. The normalization

condition for the eigenfunctions is obtained by multiplying (18) on the left by _p_(P,--q)

and integrating over relative momentum P. which gives

f d4pd4Kgp_(P,-q)A'_(P,I( •q)dp_(I(,q) = a.(q2) f d4p(bu(P,-q)_(P,q)
i

The last line in (20) follows from the fact tllat the on-mass-shell eigenfunctions, q)_",con-

tain only components transverse to the center-of-mass momentum %. The (dimensionless)
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wavefunction renormalizat.ioll consta_lt. Zi,/:) call I_e al_sorb¢'cl illto tile Bethe-Salpeter am-

plituctes by defini_g <b,_= _l_/IZ(-3l_.). l'l_e z_ormalization condition can then be written

explicitly" as

f O[..k:_'(P,h" )1 *_(I(. q)! ='2q,, (22)1_3 d"Pd4lC+"(P'-q)_" "q
q2=-M_,

which is the standard result [11]. In terms of the properly normalized Bethe-Salpeter am-

plitude, the relationship to the QP\' given in (5) now reads

fi,,IP,q)
I-',,(P, q)_, (23)

fv '

where fv - l/¢Z(-.ll_,) is tile et['ective coupling of the vector meson to the photon.

III. A SIMPLE MODEL

Traditional descriptions of quarl< confinement are based Oll a potential between quarks,

in an appropriate color combination, whicll rises with increasing separation (to infinity in

the absence of pair creation). Explored llere is the notion that this effect may be in part

due to the interaction of quarks (or 1note generally colored objects) with the vacuum. In

particular, that confinement is manifest ill tile absence of a mass pole in the vacuum Green's

function of a colored object implies tllat tile object is repelled bv the vacuum, and hence

attracted to other colored objects to form a color singlet bv virtue of the interaction with

the vacuum. An illustration of tllis lnechanisln is afforded through the use of a simple model

[12,8] of the gluon two-point function given by

(( t' _ I,'/_) :_',_"= 02 61_I(P- K). (24)

At the present level of approxilnation, the selt'-elmrgy dressing from the vacuum is provided

by the equations (8) and (9). 'Flle solutions to t lmse implied by (2,1) are

{ .) p.a <: ""
A(p 2) --

._ 1. I./-;r] , >--F
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B(P 2) = / (q': -1/)_)½ P_ < '_Z• - (25)
L 0 p_ > '2

That the solutions (25) pro(tuce a mo(lel of confinement as described above can be seen

by the absence of a solution to tile ex ression p2• p ._ + :_I2(P '_) = 0, with M = B/A. The

presence of other colored objects izl a color sin glet configuration can supply the additional

interaction necessary for the formation of a l)ropagating inode, ,as is demonstrated in the

nontopological soliton model of Ref. [8]. Tlmre. for example, in the case of quarks coupled to

a constant scalar mean field l_vtile self-energy fllnction/3, the quark inverse Green's function

obtains the form G-I(P) = i pA(P _) + 13(Pz)(l + \), where 0 >_ X' >-- -"2 characterizes

the strength of the mean field. In this case a col_tinuous single-particle energy spectrum,

E2(p2) = p2 + _1I_, is obtained because of the infinite-range potential, with the constituent

mass given by

3I_- '/2 (1+\)_
T1-(I + \)_" (26)

From (26) it is evident tllat tile illcrease of tile constituent mass as the strength, X, of the

mean field decreases toward its vacuulll value (\ = 0), is due to the repulsive interaction with

the vacuum. For the case o1' the constant lll('an field, tim (luarks are allowed to propagate

throughout space. I Iowever. due to the energy stored in the mean field, the self-consistent

(minimum-energy) solution acquires a finite range. In that case, as a quark in the system is

separated from the others, the influence of the mean field on the quark diminishes and the

mass rises as in (26). The quarks are thus confined to the region of nonzero mean field by

virtue of their interaction wit]l the vacuum.

The situation is similar for the QP\' of illterest here. The use of the giuon two-point

function (24)reduces the equat;,_ls in (17) Io algebraic !'-.m, which can then be solved by

numerical or symbolic techniques. Slmwn in Fig.3 is the solutions for the five transverse

coefficient functions in both tl_e time-like and space-like regions of photon momentum q2 for

P_ = Cpq = 0. The single l)armneter, and file only dimensionful constant, r/, is given the

1"2



value 5 ,:n -1. It appears froxn l:ig.3a tllat _ll¢'t'e is a pole for q-' = -11"/2.
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FIG. 3. The solutions for the five transverse coefficient functions. AT, obtained using the simple

gluon two-point function described by Eq.(2-1) in the text, are plotted as a function of the photon

q2 ,momentum in both the (a) time-like and (b) space-like regions for p2 = Cpq = 0.

Closer analysis of the q'_ - p2 plane sllows, however, that the singularity structure is not a

discrete pole, but is instead a continuous spectrum. For the region P_: < r12/4, the analytic

solutions have the simple form
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,\T = r?_ -- -t19.2'-4-,.Sq"+ :3(P+ ) I3(P"_'!

2 {2q2 --tP a + q"+ BfP_.)B(P"_)] (27)
"\ar = :_,q2_ _p_ _ 6q'_

_ :12q'i

At4= [,12- 4P 2 + 5q2 + B( P_)B( P!)] [3q_ - 8P 2 +6q 21

S,l2

AT = 3r/2_ 8P 2 + 6q"_

from which the singularity structure is visible. The self-energy function B is given in (25).

The analytic solutions outside tl_is region are not as simple, but can be represented graph-

ically. .-ks an example, the coelficient filnction Air is shown in Fig.4 for Cpq = 0. The

exhibited continuous spectrum arises from the fact that the gluon two-point function (24)

provides a constant, or infinite-range, interaction between the quarks in coordinate space.

The quarks are therefore allowed to propagate throughout space uninhibited by the presence

of the vacuum. This situation is analogous to tha.t of the constant mean-field case discussed

, previously.

0

:0 p: (fm 2)

-20 ?

q (fro2)

FIG. 4. The coefficient function AT is plotted in the q" - p2 plane for Cpq = 0. The variation

of the singularity with p2 is indicative of a continuous spectrum.
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Several observations can I)e nlade froln t llis eXalnl)le. First. the absence of a mass pole in

the vacuum Green's functioll of a color('d ot)iect is sulficient for a description of confinement

provided the subsequent interactiolls witll ot lmr colo,'ed objects contain a scale beyond which

the interaction diminislms allowing the l)reseIlce of the vacuum to become apparent. This

defines a confinement scale ttlat is largely responsible fo,"the characteristics of bound states.

The effect of such a scale is i,lvestigated ill tlle numerical work to follow in See.4, however,

one can anticipate that _ the ,'ange of tl_e i_teraction increases, the density of bound-state

poles increases: finally giving rise to a continuous spectrum as illustrated above. Second,

the identification of a.true I)ound-state l)ole requires careful examination of the p2_ q2

plane. Finally, with regard to elect,'o,l scattering, ill general tile singularity structure of the

QPV in the time-like region of photon momentum squared dominates the behavior in the

low momentum region of space-like q2. This feature is exhibited here despite the absence of

a bound-state pole. The intercept at q2 = 0, is p,'ovided by the constraints, (16), derived

from the \VI, which the coefficient functions givetl in (27) satisfy explicitly. Further out

in the space-like ,'egion a tt'ansit.ioll to asvlnptotic behavio," is expected. As is illustrated

in Fig.3b. an unphysically sharp transition occurs llere due to the nonanalytic structure of

the self-ene,'gy amplitude. B. in (25). Base(l on tllese obse,'vations, the a.pproximation (24)

does not provide a useful description of bound states or the app,'oach to asymptopia, but is

of pedagogical value for investigating the l)ehavior of the QPV for the situation where the

confinement length scale, defined here as the quark separation at which the vacuum becomes

apparent, is taken to infinity.

IV. NUMERICAL EVALUATION

A. Methods and approximations

The set of equations for the live tran,sx'(ls¢ coetficient functions ,'epresented in (17), and

given explicitly in the appendix, forlns tile basis fo," the numerical investigation undertaken
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here. The approach used in evaluatillg tile's<' ('(luatiotls is to express each clement of the

matricesivectors) in the live-component space of coeIficient filnctions as a matriz( vector) in

the direct-product space of the magnitude of tile inomentum P and the direction cosine

Cpq. The value of the photon n_omelltum, ,i2, is a parameter of the equations. That is,

for each value of q'2 a, different set of ecluatiolls is obtained. For the numerical evaluation,

the momentum P and the direction cosizle Cp,s are discretized in terms of Gauss-quadrature

points. The integrations are then carried out as matrix multiplication. The coupled equa-

tions are solved as a matrix equation in the expanded direct-product space of the coefficient

functions and the Gauss integratioll points. The dimension of the equation is given by

5xnpptsxncpts, where nppts and ncpts are t,lle nulnber of Gauss points representing the P

and Cpq integrations respectively. The number of points in both integrations is varied to

ensure accuracy. For the momentum, twenty to forty quadrature points are used, while six

to ten are used for the direction cosine.

1. Gluon two.point function ansatz

The aim in this initial investigation is not necessarily to reproduce the known bound-state

spectrum, but rather to correlate trends in tim spectrum with changes in the parameteriza-

tion of the infrared form of the gluon two-point function. The sensitivity of the spectrum

to these changes then provides a constraint o_ the calculation of the QPV in the space-like

region. To this end, a sufficient parametrization of the gluon two-point function is given by

•, 167r2g2D( P2) = :lTr'|Tl2R;c-ngP2 /'t + (28)
16 llP'2ln(e + P2/A2)'

where the first term (which has the coordinate space representation e -r2/tt2°) provides a

length scale, Ro, characterizing t,he illt'rared beilavior while the second term models the

known ultraviolet form. Tlle lmrameter .\, whicli is associated with the QCD scale, is

fixed at 1 fm -l throughout tills investigatiott. .-ks li'0 approaches infinity the first term

reduces to the delta-function model of Eq.(2.1). The gluon two-point function (28) has been
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employed previously ill tile sIlleiv of Betlw-S_lt)eter and Scllwinger-Dyson equations [4], and

is expected to provide all acceplable accounting of lhe illfrared effects for the purposes of

the investigation conducted llere.

2. Quark self clzerrly ansatz

The solution of the Betlle-Salpeter equation in the time-like region requires knowledge

of the quark Green's functiolls, and llence tile self-energy functions, for complex values of

their arguments. The solutioll of the Schwinger-Dyson equation in the complex plane is a

challenging problem in itself !13.7], and is being l)Ursued elsewhere for forms such as that

in (28) [14]. Although these solutiolls are official to acomprehensivestudvof the present

problem, reasonable approximations are available. The analytic solutions given in (28)

for the self-energy functions obtained using the simple model two-point function (24) are

useful in this regard. It is shown, for example, in Ref. [,t] that the solutions to (8) and (9)

for the self-energy amplitudes obtained using (28), display behavior similar to the simple

model solutions of (25) on the real axis with tim exception of an additional tail on the scalar

amplitude./3', attributed to the ultr_tviolet contribution in (28). Others have argued on both

theoretical and experimental grounds that lhe asymptotic form of the scalar contribution

to the self energy should bellave as B(P_) .,, 4,nao/P 'a, which, in the Landau gauge, is exact

within a logarithm [18]. Tim self-energy t'unct ions used in the numerical work here are thus

modeled as

._ p2 < ,_.Z1+ 1+7_- j , >- 4

B(P 'a) = I ('l'a- "IP2)½ pa < ,,.2.• - 6 (29)

[ p_>,A '
i ra _ _ 6

where the quantity _Tt_ llas I_een referred to previously as tim "'dynamical-quark mass"

[15,16], which sets the sc;tle for dynamical clliral symmetry breaking. Its value is determined

here bv demanding that tile t'tlnction B alld its first derivative match at the point 712/6, and
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is thus given by 717D -- [2-1V':'_]-1t371_ 0.29tl. For 71_ 1 Ge\", _l dynamical-quark mass

of mD " 290 MeV is obtained, which is'consistent with tile notion of a constituent-quark

mass. In Ref. [15], using evidence from c*c- _lllnitlilation, tile dynamical mass is estimated

to be rnD _ 244 MeV. These argumel_tS place constraillts on the range of the parameter rl,

which is thereby fixed at g fm -l (_ I Ge\') for the remainder of this work. The ansatz (29)

encompasses the expected bellavior of the solutions to the Schwinger-Dyson equation (2) on

the real axis [7], and is here taken to define tile solutions in the portion of the complex plane

sampled by the qPV calculation.

B. Results

1. Time-like. qa and bound states

Shown in Fig.5 are the solutions to Eq.(17) for the five transverse coefficient functions in

the time-like region of photon momentum squared. Two different values of the infrared scale,

Ro, are reported, from which it is observed tllat the spectrum is quite sensitive to changes

in this parameter. In particular, an iz_creasc in _ leads to an increase in the density of

bound-state poles. This situation is. for examT_le. _nalogous to a potential well, where Ro

plays the role of the range while tile I_arrier is provided by tl_e repulsive interaction with the

vacuum. With the value of Ro set to 1 t'm. the ground-state mass occurs at 880 _leV. This is

in reasonable agreement with the observed p mass, considering that pion dressing is expected

to lower this value [17], yet the excitation spectruna does not coincide with experimentally

observed quantities. Comparison with the measured excitation spectrum can be improved

by decreasing the range, Ro, however tllis also leads to an increase in the ground-state mass,

and away from the known value. :ks illustrated previously with the analytic solutions (27), in

the limit as/7.0 app, oaches :nfinitv a continuous sl)ectrutn is obtained. From this -!iscussion,

and the behavior displayed in Fig..5, it is evident that tile combination of the gluon two-

point function (28) and the self-energy t'unctiolls (29), is not sutticient to reproduce the
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empirical excitation spectrun3. NevertlMess. it is ¢,tlcotlraging that tills approach affords tile

investigation of spectra I)eyozid the groull¢l .st;tie. whicll lllltil recently [6] has been the
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FIG. ,5. The five transverse coefficient functions are plotted versus time-like photon momentum

q2 for p2 = Cpq = 0. The dependence upon the infrared scale, Ro. is illustrated by comparing (a)

where Ro = 1 fm with (b) where li'o = 0.75 fro.

focus of Bethe-Sall)eter phenomenology appli,'d to mesons. The reproduction of spectra is

clearly essential to constraining tile itlteraction bctweetl quarks. In this regard, the utility

of the approach presented lwre is t]l,'tt., given a gluon two-point function and the associated
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solution to the Schwillger-l)ysoll ('(!_latioli. ' lie v_,ctor boul_d-state spectrum can be obtained.

The ability to reproduce tim expcrilneIltaiiv ol)served spectrunl is then contingent upon the

capacity of the ladder approximation to capture tile relevant dynamics of QCD.
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FIG. 6. The five transverse coefficient functions are plotted versus the momentum p2 for values

of the direction cosine (a) Cj.,q = 0 and (I)) C'/,_= 1. and for _q2 = ,ll_, = (880 MeV) 2.

The extraction of bound-state wavef, lnctions is achieved by considering the dependence

of the coefficient functions, Air, on tl,e momentum P_ and the direction cosine Ceq in the

vicinity of a pole. Shown in Fig.G are the solutions for the ground-state with mass 880 MeV,
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and with Ro = 1 fro, as a function ot" Pe for the two limiting values of the direction cosine,

Cpq = 0.1. The normalization is chosen such that the largest coefficient function is unity

at p2 = Cpq = 0. The relative strength of the other coefficients can then be observed. The

absolute normalization is obtained through application of Eq.(22), but is not relevant to the

present discussion. A rough estimate for the dependence of the solutions on the momentum

and the direction cosine can be obtained by fitting the curves to an exponential of the form

-P2(l+ac_ )/a2 which gives a 0.29 and ',_k :3.5 fm -1 The corresponding estimate of the

spatial extent is rv "_ 2/A -,_0.5]' fro.

2. Space-like q" a;_d electron scattering

The description of the QPV in the space-like region is largely independent of the spec-

trum in the time-like region with the exception of the ground state, which dominates the

low momentum structure. The approach to asymptotic behavior at higher momentum is

primarily determined by the asymptotic forms of the gluon two-point function and the self-

energy functions. Care has been taken here to accommodate both of these low and high

momentum attributes in a manner that is consistent with their known features. The results

of the calculation in the space-like region are summarized in Figs.7 and 8.

In Fig.]" the solutions for the coefficient functions, ,k/T,are displayed versus the photon

momentum, q2, for p2 = Cpq = 0. A smooth transition from the low momentum region,

dominated by the ground state vector-meson pole, to the high momentum approach to

asymptopia is observed. It is therefore expected that the range of applicability of these

solutions spans the entire range of momentum transfers available in electron scattering ex-

periments. With the exception of A_, which approaches unity asymptotically, the coefficient

functions vanish for large momenta consistent with asymptotic fi'eedom [9]. The asymptotic

form is apparent at q2 ,,_ 50 fm -_ (,,_ '2 GeV2), where the coemcient function Ar achieves

roughly twice the strength of the other coefficients. It is also worth pointing out that to

a very good approximation the coefficients _r and AT are equal over the momentum range
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reported.
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FIG. 7. The five transverse coefficient functions are plotted versus the photon momentum q2 for

p2 = Ceq = 0

Shown in Fig.S are the coefficient functions versus the momentum p2 for q2 = 10 fm -2,

and for the limiting values of the direction cosine, Cpq --" 0, 1. Only a modest angular

dependence is apparent, and again the coefficients ,\.ar and ,\sr are approximately equal. The

observed behavior in the space-like region can be roughly characterized in terms of the scales

of the problem by the following analytic forlns:

+I: -'"
"\ri_ a' l + qal/ll_ 1 + P=/(,I,,,_))

.\r_.1+ 1+ q_lM_ + ' (30)

where the constants ai can be read fi'om Fig.7, and in present case the ground state vector

mass is M, = 880 MeV. The falloff with the momentum p'a is reminiscent of the self-energy

functions, while that with q: retlects the presence of tim singularity in the time-like region.

It should be uadersr, ood that these forins are not the result of a detailed fit. but are rather

offered as a guide to the qualitative l)ehavior over the momentum range reported.
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Cpq = 1.
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V. SU,IMARY

The inhomogeneous Bethe-Sall)eter ecluation in the ladder approximation has been used

to study several issues that arise ill tile nonp('rturbative description of the electromagnetic

interaction with quarks. The inv('stigation presented here represents a first solution of

this equation in a gauge invariant fo|'|nulation wllicll features confinement and asymptotic

freedom, in addition to the dynamical generation of qr?vector meson modes. The principle

results are summarized in Figs.5-8.

The solution in the time-like region warrants further study, particularly with regard to

the reprodlction of the excitation .spe('truln. New, rtheless, the description presented here

shows promise in the ability to study the vector meson spectrum beyond the ground state.

Further, the demonstrated sensitivity ot' the sl)ectruln to the introduced infrared scale has

positive implications for constraining the largely unknown behavior of the gluon two-point

function at low momentum. The utility of tl_is approach is, however contingent upon the

ability of the ladder approxilnation to capture tile relevant bound-state dynamics of QCD.

The solution in the space-like re'glen is 1)c)tentially the most useful result of this investiga-

tion. The quark-based study of the IZNIl)rOl)('rti(esof hadrons relies heavily on the capacity

to describe the quark-photon illtera('tioll.._lo(t(:lillg tllis quantity based on gauge invariance

provides only partial constraints on its bel_avior, and in particular allows for arbitrariness

in the components transverse to the four mon|entum of the photon, which are those probed

by electron scattering experiments. The use of vector meson dominance or the bare QPV, is

limited by the momentum range for wllicll t llese approximations are sensible, tIere a some-

what more fundamental approach has been taken by describing the quark-photon interaction

through a model in which the clvnamics dictate the role of q#t vector bound states and the

asymptotic behavior. I'he transverse co|it|'ibutio|ls to the QPV are thus uniquely defined

within the employed ladder approximation to ll_e illhomogeneous Bethe-Salpeter equation,

and no restrictions on the momentum ral|ge are implied. The solutions obtained here are

therefore expected to provide an essential il_greclient in the quark-based description of the
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EM interactions with hadrons.
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VI. APPENDIX

The essential steps required to reduce the inhomogeneous Bethe-Salpeter equation (i)

to the matrix form given ill (17) are listed below. To begin, the coefficient functions are

isolated using (12) and (14), and the orthogonality of the Dirac matrices to obtain

(er)2 xr 1P,T
,1---'7--' = _ ,'T tr[r"(P'q)]

(PT)2.\T 3.\T = i (6.,,._q.q,,)r/2 -_" q2 tr [%F,(P, q)]

i PIP
,12 --,'l (pT)2 tr[%F.(P,q)] (31)

pT.q . q2P.qx_._= i PYqv
"_i A_+ ,i-----_ -.-i (pT)2tr ['y_F,(P,q)]

q2(p'r)2 X_ = i P_'q_t--_e,,._,o---.r [3'.%F.(P. q)].,i.t q2

The right-hand side of the equations in (31) are evaluated using the inhomogeneous Bethe-

Salpeter equation (1) for F..

The remaining obstacle is the evaluation of the four-dimensional integration present in

(1), which, upon substitution into (31), produces expressions of the form

Z - f d4IfD (p2+ i.2 2PIf@ ,2 .-- -- CpqChT -2PKCpqCKq)

c,., , (a2)

where n = 0,1,2; Ct,'q(Cm') is the direction cosine between N and q(K and pT); and

D((P- K) 2) =- g2D((P- h') 2) /(3,1_rr"). Ilere F is a generic function representing the
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integrands obtained fron_ (31). "nee tile v(.ctovs 1_r arid q,, are orthogonal, they can be)1

used to define two of tim four a×o_ of illle,2r,_tiol_, l-{ewritiIig the integration as

where C1 and C2 are the remaining directioll cosines, then obtains from (32) the result

fo_ f_ (p2 ,_ _ Ct, q) D.( p2.T = 27r dKK a dC),_F . h" . '!'. Ca'q, h "2,Cp_, Cuq), (34)
-1

where

-'2 .. _ .., n
2"

(35)

and x - V/1 -C_¢q.

The explicit form of tim quantities in (17) is listcd below. The vector b is given by

b = (0.3.1.0.0). (36)

The matrix N" is given by

. , (F,r) 2

.kl, = 1 -_,22= ,,_

•_' 23 --" 3 -\'T2 -- (pr)2

I "' (37)
¢,

._._3= 1 ._.:r2= 1

,,)2 -- •

where all other elements are zero. The matrix ._f is given by
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t,

-p'r i

1'-:L-q-:" 2 (V _I.V).91_3---')r,D,__l"i." ._1._= .>_D_.e,- ,,_.,<q + _

,_421 = -rbo K' r"v h K_x2 ( .)__!T_,_ . ._',.'2 = 7r,.,o--_- F1 - - ,_ ]

.Vl2a = -rbo (3F, -.>K_T__,_ --/ ..VI2.,= --')r/)o EL_-:p2- ,_ x u.f,-q_"

1¢2VM2s = 2rbo1'-:h!x2r ,_4._= -TrD27t/4 " ._ (38)
• K 2

-- CKqT -/_35 -" 71" n' --,V'Is4 -2ru2_ ,--_

M41 = " bl p-'CWc_tcq _2 =

h'2 /-, . n_aM43 = -')rD, p'Gr,-,I,qT- M.. = -rbl p_pT_'/,qI"__. Fs
h"

"-- "fit -"

where all unlisted elements are zero. and

Fo-(£4 - Ka) -_T + U F, =- (K a - £4) +T + U
1v,- F,+., - - F,+',(e_ '- " " _ (39)

T - ,f'a(l,.'_+)a(IC _) U = ,I_3(K_.)#(IQ)

V -rla[a(K+)/3(N_)+ a( l(_ )A(K+ )] II" _-,l s [o(Uf)_(U_)-o/U_)_(K,)]_h..q

The quantities a and _3are defined in (10); T. [;, V, and IV are dimensionless functions of

/(_, q_ and C_-q; and the components of the momentuna P are defined as PL =_PCpq and

Pr =-P¢1- C_.

z The Euclidean metric, in which a.a = a,a, and {%,,%} = 26,,, is used throughout this work.
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